MEMBERS MAKE THIS A MEANINGFUL NETWORK.
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What is ULI

Urban Land Institute (ULI) is the oldest and largest network of cross-disciplinary real estate and land use experts in the world. Through our members’ dedication to the mission and their shared expertise, the Institute has been able to set standards of excellence in development practice. We are a global network of professionals in every sector of real estate development and land use, from private enterprise to public service.
WHY BECOME A MEMBER

By joining the Urban Land Institute you become part of the largest independent global network of cross-disciplinary real estate and land use experts, dedicated to one mission.

THE MISSION OF THE URBAN LAND INSTITUTE

Shape the future of the built environment for transformative impact in communities worldwide
FACTS & FIGURES

1936
FOUNDED BY ITS MEMBERS

45,000+
MEMBERS WORLDWIDE

2,605
MEMBERS ON APAC

80+
COUNTRIES REPRESENTED

90+
LOCAL OFFICES

2,000+
ANNUAL LOCAL AND GLOBAL EVENTS

10,000+
CONTENT RESOURCES

2,300+
PROGRAMMES AND EVENTS AROUND THE WORLD

350+
EVENTS ACROSS THE REGION

WHAT ULI MEMBERS DO

Developers 28%
Investment & Finance Professionals 13%
Architects 10%
Government, Nonprofit, and Academics 10%
Urban Planners 7%
Consultants 7%
Attorneys 6%
Brokers 6%
Engineers 5%
Landscape Architects 2-
Other Service Professionals 5%
A MESSAGE FROM THE ULI INDONESIA CO-CHAIRS

ALEX KUSUMA
CEO | AGUNG SEDAYU GROUP

MICHAEL D. BROOMEELL
MANAGING DIRECTOR | COLLIERS INDONESIA

ULI is an organisation that represent members from the entire spectrum of land-use and real estate development disciplines working in private enterprise, academia and public service.

Indonesia is a rapid developing country where exciting urban and real estate developments are taking place. We are pleased to announce that ULI started its Indonesia chapter in 2022.

As Indonesia copes with the return to normalcy after the pandemic, we will have to rethink the way our industry is planned, developed and managed. We will need everyone from corporations, academia, practitioners and students to play their role in the emerging conversations and actions.

We welcome you to join our mission.
ULI Indonesia Organizing Committee

CO-CHAIR

Michael D. Broomell
Managing Director
Colliers Indonesia

Alex Kusuma
CEO
Agung Sedayu Group

Mohammad Archica
Danisworo
Design Director
PDW Architects

Wendy Haryanto
Executive Director
Jakarta Property Institute

Rengganis Kartomo
Managing Partner
KJPP Rengganis, Hamid dan Rekan

Prof Khoo Teng Chye
Chairman
ULI Asia Pacific

Syahzan Kudus
Director
Jakarta Land

Sacha Schwarzkopf

Andy Simarmarta
Principal Urban Planner
Nusantara Urban Advisory

Bram Van Hoof
GM Business Development
Jakarta Setiabudi International
CORPORATE PARTNER PROGRAMME

The aim of the programme is to work proactively with our Corporate Partners, enabling us to help leverage our platform to help meet their strategic objectives and share thought leadership across the Institute and in our industry.

EXCLUSIVE ENTITLEMENTS, OPPORTUNITIES AND ACTIVITIES TO PROVIDE YOUR FIRM WITH MORE FLEXIBILITY TO ENGAGE, AND OPPORTUNITIES TO DEVELOP THE YOUNGER GENERATION AND SHARE THOUGHT LEADERSHIP ACROSS THE ULI PLATFORMS.

BENEFITS OF BEING ULI CORPORATE PARTNER PROGRAMME:

RECRUITMENT
ULI consists of multi-disciplinary members and provides a unique platform for corporations to discover suitable talent with a real estate background.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Find inspiration and guidance through our online global real estate library which gives corporate partners access to handbooks, reports and case studies. Participate in webinars, events, and on-demand classes that will help you and your team connect and tackle industry challenges.

We aim to help members gain true insights into how we can best create our most promising future and educate the next generation of diverse leaders.

Join ULI as a corporate partner and at the same time support Indonesia’s university students to become ULI members. Sponsorship starts from USD83 per person, and helps them gain access to real estate related updates, knowledge and training.

Click here to explore ULI Knowledge Finder
Click here to explore ULI Learning
ENHANCE YOUR NETWORKS
Connect with industry leaders and practitioners and discover a vital global business network. At ULI, we harness the expertise and drive of our members to share experience-based lessons learned. Corporate engagement offers your organisation the advantage of interacting between ULI members through the following ways:

- Events, Forums and Conferences
- Global Network of Real Estate Professionals
- Knowledge Sharing and Content Contributions

BOOST YOUR COMPANY PROFILE
As a part of ULI, your organisation will have the chance to be exposed to a global network of cross-disciplinary real estate and land-use experts. Corporate partners will have the opportunity to contribute as a ULI knowledge and thought leadership partner.
ENHANCE YOUR ULI MEMBERSHIP BY JOINING AN ASIA PACIFIC PRODUCT COUNCIL:

- CAPITAL MARKETS COUNCIL
- INDUSTRIAL AND LOGISTICS COUNCIL
- HOSPITALITY DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
- OFFICE COUNCIL
- TOD & INFRASTRUCTURE COUNCIL
- HOUSING COUNCIL
- RESILIENT CITIES COUNCIL
- TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION COUNCIL

Click here to find out more
PROGRAMME:

Asia Pacific Corporate Partnership from US$ 10,000 (Private); US$ 6,000 (Public)

- 10 Memberships (Up to 5 Full Members) in Asia Pacific
- 25% discount on additional memberships in Asia Pacific
- 2 x registration to the ULI Asia Pacific Summit
- 1 x invitation to the Asia Pacific Leadership Dinner (by-invitation only)
- 2 x registrations to the ULI Asia Pacific REImagine conference
- 7 x registrations to participate in key Local Council conferences across the region
- Discount on all ULI Publications
- Preferential pricing for key ULI events
- Ability to transfer memberships to other employees
- Exclusive invitations to events and activities in the region
- Partnership opportunities in Asia Pacific
- Dedicated Account Management
- Master bill

RECOGNITION:

- Listing ULI Asia Pacific web site
- Recognition as a Corporate Partner at key events within Asia Pacific (including the Asia Pacific Summit, and ULI Asia Pacific REImagine conference)
- Opportunity to submit content to the ULI Asia Pacific content web platform and newsletter
- Opportunity to submit content to the ULI Asia Pacific Summit mobile App

To join ULI Asia Pacific corporate partnership, send an email to:

apcorporateprogramme@uli.org
QUESTIONS?

Looking for more information about membership options? Contact us by sending an email to indonesia@uli.org

We look forward to welcoming you to ULI.

BECOME A MEMBER.
SIGN UP ONLINE.

Learn more about what ULI membership can do for you by visiting the address below.

VISIT ULI.ORG/JOIN
JOIN OVER 45,000 MEMBERS WORLDWIDE.

GLOBAL CONNECTIONS WITH LOCAL IMPACT.

ULI.ORG/JOIN